[July hypotheses of the order of those usually imposed for the sake of insuring convergence of a Fourier's series. It has been shown* that the distinction between regular and irregular boundary conditions is an essential one, and not merely an accident of Birkhoff's treatment.
In a large class of problems with irregular conditions, the expansion of a function having merely a limited number of continuous derivatives can not possibly converge in the usual way,f and the expansion even of an analytic function is likely to be rapidly divergent.
In order to lead to a uniformly convergent series, the function f(x) must be of decidedly more special type. The following discussion reveals the exact nature of the specialization, in the case of the series given by a particular differential equation of the third order, with a particular set of irregular boundary conditions.
While the scope of the paper is therefore decidedly limited, in comparison with the extent of the field that opens itself for investigation, it gives for the first time a constructive account of a type of series which have some of the properties of power series on the one hand and of trigonometric series on the other, and which possess further novel and striking properties of their own.
Necessary condition for convergence
The starting point of the discussion is the differential equation! M+pU = °'
with the boundary conditions «(0) = 0, «'(O) = 0, u(w) = 0.
Its characteristic numbers are real, and are distributed in accordance with the formula 2n
Pn -■ t' T i-\ ¿n , where C is independent of n, and lim"=0O en = 0. With the notation (1) 8(i) = e-' + coe-"" + co2 e~"u, where co is one of the complex cube roots of unity, * D. Jackson, Proceedings of the American Academy, vol. 51 (1915- 16), pp. 383-417.
t That is, can not converge uniformly to the value of the function. % Tor the introductory statements about this differential system, cf. Jackson, loc. cit., pp.
384-393.
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The problem is to determine under what circumstances the formal development of an arbitrary function / ( x ) in a series of the form CO (3) YianUn(x) n=l will converge uniformly to the value of the function.
We shall obtain a necessary condition on the function f(x), and then shall show that, in their principal features at least, hypothesis and conclusion can be interchanged. It is admitted that a clean-cut necessary and sufficient condition is beyond the limits of this paper; but an essential part of such a condition, to all appearances the most significant part, is clearly brought to light.
In establishing the necessity of the condition, the differential system which led to the series, and the corresponding theory, for which reference has been made to another paper, may be left altogether in the background.
For following all the work that is done here, it is enough to take the series (3) on its own merits, with the explicit formula for un ( x ), and the observation that p" is a positive real number, of the order of magnitude of n.
Suppose that the series (3) converges uniformly throughout an interval Xi ^ x fk x0, however small, where 0 ^ Xi < x0. We shall be concerned primarily with the behavior of the series in the interval ( 0, ir ), but for the purposes of the present section, x0 may be less than, equal to, or greater than t . There will be a constant g such that (4) | an un ( x ) | ^ g throughout the interval, for all values of n. Although the expression for un ( x ) given above involves imaginaries, the function itself is real, and may be represented by the equivalent formula un(x) = e-""* + 2e^x cos
The first term on the right is exceedingly small, for large values of n; the order of magnitude of the whole expression is that of ep"I/2. More precisely, m" ( x ) has this order of magnitude, unless the trigonometric factor happens to be zero or nearly zero. But if n is large, the oscillations of the cosine will be so rapid that there will surely be at least one point x'n between xx and x0 at which it is equal to + 1, and at such a point (even the small term being positive)
( a/3 2^\
[July Since (4) holds for x = x'n, it may be inferred, for each value of n from a certain point on, that (5) | a» ¡ <\gr*".
The number cri was supposed given. But if the series converges uniformly for Xi 5i x 21 Xo, it converges uniformly for £i ^ x si x0, if £i is any number between Xi and ar0; and the reasoning may be applied to the interval (£i, Xo). So the inequality (5) holds, if Xi is replaced by £i, except that more terms may have to be left out of account at the beginning.
Even these terms, finite in number, may be brought under the formula, if a suitably chosen larger constant, presumably dependent on £i, is substituted for a/2.
With a slight change in notation-since we have been saying, practically, that xi might have had any larger value, below x0, in the first place, and the inequality is merely strengthened if Xi is replaced by a smaller value-we may assert that 7/ the series (3) converges uniformly throughout any interval reaching out to the point x0, and if xi is any number less than x0, there will be a number h, independent of n, such that | a» | < he-*"«*1
for all values of n.
It will be seen that such a restriction on the coefficients implies convergence of the series for an extended range of complex as well as of real values of x.
Let x2 be any positive number less than xx. Setting x -£ + -qi, consider the magnitude of the three terms which make up un(x), according to (1) and (2). We shall have 
|e_"'M,|^ e^"Xi, provided that ux satisfies the same condition, that is, provided that x is on or below the line obtained by rotating the vertical line about the origin as a center through 120° in the negative direction. In the same way,
le-»2'»*^ e^x\ if x is on or above the line into which the vertical line is carried by a rotation of 120° in the positive direction.* These three lines bound an equilateral triangle, with its center at the origin, and with one vertex at the point x2. If x is within or on the boundary of the triangle, the relations (6), (7), and (8) * More formally, | e-P"x | = e-f>»f, [e-<»pn*| = elP-íí-t-^^ and \e-»"-Pnz\ = |elP»<f-Js>i>; and these three quantities will be less than or equal to e p»*«'2 , if £ 2: -\xi, £ + V3n S x2, i -V3?; í¡ Xi, respectively. all subsist at once; IM«) IS &»*"■, and \anun(x)\^?>he^x*-Xl\
Since x2 -Xi is negative, and since p" is of the order of magnitude of n, the right-hand member of the last inequality is the general term of a convergent series of positive terms.
This means that the series (3) converges uniformly throughout the triangle.
It will be recalled that x2 is any number less than Xi, and xi any number less than xq. Therefore we may say that
The series represents a function which is analytic throughout the interior of an equilateral triangle having its center at the origin, and one vertex at the point x<>.
It is to be noticed that if X is the greatest possible value of x0, or the upper limit of possible values of x0, the corresponding triangle is the actual region of convergence of the series, except possibly for points on the positive axis of reals, and on the rays inclined at 120° and 240°, beyond the range of uniform convergence.
That is, the series can not converge at any point outside the triangle and not lying on one of these three rays. Suppose it were convergent at such a point, x'2. For x.= x'2, one of the three terms of un(x) will be so much larger than either of the others as to determine the order of magnitude of the whole expression; there is no possibility of two terms destroying each other. Let the triangle determined by X be magnified until one side passes through x', and let X' be the right-hand vertex of the new triangle.
The term of un ( x ) which is largest at x'2 will have the same absolute value all along the side through x'2, and along each of the other two sides the term which outweighs the others will have this same absolute value still. Since the absolute value of the preponderant term is essentially the absolute value of un ( x ), this means that u" ( x ) has the same order of magnitude all around the perimeter of the triangle, except that it may be smaller at a vertex, because of the possibility of cancellation there.
In particular, un ( X' ) does not exceed un(x2) in order of magnitude.
Since anun{x2) remains finite, the same is true of an u" ( X' ). Therefore, by reasoning similar to that already employed, the series converges uniformly for 0 == x Si x'0, if x'0 is any number less than X'; and this is inconsistent with the hypotheses, since x'0 might be taken greater than X.
Let the sum of the series be denoted by / ( x ). Further properties of this function, beyond its mere analytic character, can be deduced from the special form of the individual terms. If any one of the functions un{x) is expanded in a power series, by combining the series for the three exponentials of which it is made up, two thirds of the terms will cancel, because 1 + w + «2 = 0, and only the second, fifth, eighth, . . ., powers of x will remain. So it appears, formally at least, that f(x) will be similarly constituted.
This may be verified as follows.
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In the first place, / ( 0 ) = /' ( 0 ) = 0, because un ( 0 ) = u'n ( 0 ) = 0, for every value of n, and the series can be differentiated term by term. It follows that we can write
where c/> ( x ) is analytic in the same region as / ( x ). By direct substitution it it seen that un ( cox ) = o>2un( x ), for all values of n, whence/ ( coa; ) = co2/ (x ).
For 4> this means that
and so it may be inferred* that <j> (x) can be represented by a power series in x?. Thus the necessary condition with regard to the form of/(a;) is established. We may express it by saying that
where \p is a single-valued analytic function of its argument, or by saying that /(x) is analytic, /(0) =/'(0) =0, and /" (x) is a single-valued function of x3. The necessity of the condition, in an appropriate region, has been proved for uniform convergence over any interval of the positive axis of reals. To separate the results most closely related to the remainder of the discussion from those to which we shall not have occasion to refer again, we may summarize in two stages, thus Theorem I. If the series (3) converges uniformly throughout the interval 0 = x Si Xo, where 0 < x0 = x, it represents a function f(x) which is analytic throughout the interior of an equilateral triangle having its center at the origin and one vertex at the point x = Xo, and which involves in its power series expansion only powers of index congruent to 2, mod. 3.
Theorem la. In the hypothesis of Theorem I, the interval (0, x0) may be replaced by any interval ( xx, x0 ), where 0 < Xi < x0, and the restriction x0 = iris unnecessary.
Proof of convergence for the function x2
The simplest function satisfying the necessary conditions of Theorem I is the function x2. The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem II.
The formal developvient of x2 in a series of the form (3) converges uniformly to the value x2 for] 0 = x = x<>, if 0 < a"o < tt .
* Let <p ( x ) be expanded according to powers of x; since f> ( urx )=<p(ux) = <p(x), we may write <p (x) = i [ ¡p (x) -\-<p (oix) + <p ( u2x ) ], and if we substitute the series for ¡P inside the bracket, all the powers of x except the third, sixth, ninth, • • -, will cancel.
t The series of course converges to the value 0 for x = -¡r, since each term vanishes separately; and from this it follows that the convergence can not be uniform for the whole interval (0, *).
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We must refer to the general theory of boundary value and expansion problems once more for the formulas on which the proof is based.
But here again, as in the preceding section, we can write down the necessary formulas at the start, and then use them on their own merits, without further reference to their derivation.
The coefficients in the formal expansion of an arbitrary function / ( x ) in a series (3) are given by integrals analogous to those for the coefficients in a Fourier's series; it is not necessary even to write them down here. On the other hand, the following expression for the sum of the first n terms of the series is essential*: (9) In(x) =2Tif dp£sp2G(x,s,p)f(s)ds.
Here yn indicates a path in the p-plane, consisting of an arc of 120° of a circle about the origin, of such radius as to include just the first n of the characteristic numbers p¿. It may be thought of as extending in the positive direction from -Rnco to -Rno)2, say, if Rn is the radius of the circle. It corresponds to a complete circuit in the plane of the variable p3, which is the parameter that actually appears in the differential equation. The function G is the Green's function of the differential system.
Its form may be found by evaluating the general determinant expression f for such a function, as applied to the problem in hand.
The reduction to a compact formula involves a certain amount of computation, but it is fairly straightforward, and there is perhaps no need of giving the details of the process.% The result is conveniently expressed in terms of the function 5, introduced in (1). It has different forms, according as x is greater or less than s :
* Birkhoff, loc. cit., pp. 379, 390.
t Birkhoff, loc. cit., p. 378.
Í Some of the principal steps arc these: Using the notation and formulas of Birkhoff, loc. cit., pp. 378, 391, let yi(x) = e~Px , y« ( x ) = e-™p* , y3 ( x ) = e-"-i>x . It is found that Vt ( s ) = ei" I ( 3p2 ), j/2 ( s ) = we"i>" / ( 3p2 ) , y3 ( s ) = «%«•/>" / ( 3p2 ) , so that G = ± 6 ( px -s ) / ( Op2 ) , the sign being + for x > s , -for x < s. The values of the functions Iji arc most easily verified by noticing that they satisfy the equations Sj/< j/¡ = 0, Sj/¡ Tj¡ = 0, ~2y¡ y¡ = 1 , the index i running from 1 to 3. The value of G is substit uted in the formula for G. In the dot terminant which forms the numerator, suitable multiples of the first three columns are added to the last column, so as to reduce the second and third of its elements to zero, and, if x < s , the first element as well. It is easy then to evaluate the determinant and finish the computation.
It will be seen that these expressions differ only by an additive term ô ( px -s ) ; but it is convenient to write them, as we have done, with a common denominator throughout.
The problem is, with the formulas (10) for the Green's function, and with the substitution of s2 for f(s) in (9), to show that lim"=00 In(x) = x2, uniformly in ( 0, a^ ).
The integration with regard to s in (9) can be performed explicitly. In (10), only the quantities 8 (px -s) and 5 (pir -s) depend on s; the latter appears in the integrand throughout the whole interval from 0 to it , the former only while s goes from 0 to x. By integration by parts, fs2 e*-*ds = --~ + -3 -\e~>\ Çs2 e*1*-* ds = 4---2 + "s --a e~u*?x > Jo oj2P WP P P so that, with the relation 1 + co + co2 = 0 again, I s2 h(px -s)ds = -■ --j S (pa;).
As far as this computation is concerned, x might have any value whatever; in particular, s2 S(pir -s ) ds = --j 5 ( px ).
Jo p p
It is at this point that the very special form of the function to be developed has its effect. It we had performed the same calculation with 1 or s in place of s2, we should not have found precisely 5 ( pa; ) and S ( pir ) for the concluding terms on the right, but other combinations of the exponentials instead, and the cancellation of these terms at the next stage, essential for the success of the convergence proof, would not take place. As it is, we see that ÍX _ /»IT _ s2 Ô ( px -s ) ds -ô ( px ) I s2 5(pw -s)ds and the most formidable terms have disappeared. It is to be remembered that the computation so far is exact; we have not dismissed as negligible anything that is actually present.
We are ready now, however, to examine carefully the order of magnitude of the quantities that we are dealing with.
Let 5 ( p7r ) be written in the form ô ( pw ) = e~i" + we-0"" ( 1 + co/3"'** ).
The parenthesis is a periodic function of p, having the real period 2/ V3. It becomes infinite uniformly as the imaginary part of p becomes negatively infinite, and uniformly approaches 1 when the imaginary part of p becomes positively infinite. It vanishes at the points 1 2n
and nowhere else in the p-plane. Consequently, if small circles of constant radius e are described about the points p'n, and the interiors of these circles are removed from the p-plane, the absolute value of the parenthesis will have a positive minimum ki in the part of the plane that is left. Let S' denote the sector of the p-plane for which -tt/3 Si arg p si 0., and S" the sector for which 0 2 arg p Si 7r/3. Each of the arcs y" crosses both of these sectors; let its halves be denoted by y'n and y» respectively. For large values of n, the characteristic numbers p" will be inside the little circles of radius e mentioned in the preceding paragraph,* and the arcs may be supposed drawn so as not to cut any of these circles. On y'n', e~l"r approaches zero uniformly, and e~"'"' becomes uniformly infinite, as n increases without limit. So, if k is any positive constant less than ki, |S(pir)|> ¿le-""* | on this arc, for all values of n from a certain point on.
On the other hand, s dp = 0, v"''P5(pt) * It is not asserted that p" will be in the circle about the point p'n with the same subscript n . So far as the writer knows, there may be a constant difference between these subscripts, but that is inessential for the main argument.
[July uniformly for 0 = x = x0; the factor p in the denominator would compensate for the increase in the length of the arc with n, even if the convergence of the exponential were not already strong enough without it.
The conclusion can be extended at once to the integral over y'", since the integrand takes on conjugate imaginary values for conjugate imaginary values of p.
The proof of the theorem is now practically immediate.
For the p-integral of the first term on the right in (12) is independent of n:
f -dp = Sx2 f ^ = 3x2 [ log p }Z%,? = 3* Jyn P Jyn P so that, uniformly for 0 Si x Si x0, 3p2Gs2ds = 2ttm;2, 2-wi lim I dp I n=oo i/v Jo which is equivalent to the relation to be proved.
It is scarcely more difficult to prove the convergence for cc5 or a;8, or any other single power of the form x3m+2. When integrated with regard to p, the first term on the right in (13) gives 27m:5. The second and fourth terms give results that approach zero, because of the relative magnitudes of 5 ( px ) and è(pw). In the case of the third term, the magnitude of the denominator would be enough to bring about convergence, even without the fact that
So there is no new difficulty here, except the greater length of the formulas.
The methods of the present section, then, are sufficient to establish the convergence of the formal development for any polynomial involving only the powers of x designated in Theorem I. For a function represented by an infinite series of these powers, sume new considerations are needed, which it is the purpose of the following section to supply.
Proof of convergence
for the general function x2 \p ( x3 )
The final theorem of the paper is the following. Theorem III. If f(x) is any function which is analytic throughout the interior and on the boundary of a circle of radius x0 about the origin, where 0 < x0 < t , and ivhich involves in its power series expansion only poioers of index congruent to 2, mod. 3, and which has furthermore a continuous second derivative for real values of x throughout the whole interval 0 = x 31 x, then the formal development of f(x) converges uniformly to the value of the function for 0 31 x 3= a-o.
In various respects this falls short of being a complete converse of Theorem I. It restricts a;o to values less than ir, necessarily, as was seen in connection with the function x2; but more than this, it presupposes the analytic character of / ( x ), not merely throughout the triangle of Theorem I, but throughout the circle circumscribed about this triangle; and it includes an assumption relative to the interval ( a;0, x ). It would not be hard to do something toward reducing these discrepancies, but in the present paper we shall be satisfied with the theorem as stated.* Clearly some assumption must be made covering the whole interval ( 0, x ), in order that the integrals involved may have a meaning.
We use the general formulas of the preceding section, in particular the expression (9) for the sum of n terms of the series, and follow the same method of procedure as far as may be.
It is no longer possible to carry through the s-integration to a finish. Integrating by parts twice, and remembering that /(0) =/'(0) = 0, we find that f7(*)e'<~>áí = -f(x) -\f'(x) +\ Cf"(s)ep^ds, Jo P P P Jo with corresponding formulas for the integrals involving e'up(8_x) and e™Spis_:r).
By combination of the three equations,
The bracket on the right differs from a ô-function by the interchange of the coefficients co and co2 before the exponentials. Let it be denoted by 8i(px -s). Since the computation is validf for x = x, * With regard to these secondary hypotheses, Mr. Hopkins's own statement is in some respects less general and in some respects more general than that in the text. The writer must admit that he has not studied the proof by the other method carefully enough to be sure how far the differences are significant for the respective methods, and how far they are accidental.
t It is for the integration by parts at this stage that the second derivative of / is used all the way from 0 to x . This corresponds to the formula (11) in the preceding section, except that for /(s ) = s2 the bracket reduces to zero. It will be found possible in the present case, by making use of the special properties of the function /, to break up the bracket into a number of terms, so that two of them will cancel, while the others are of such order of magnitude as not to interfere with the convergence. Before undertaking this, however, let us dispose of the simpler terms in (14). Taking account of the denominator in (10), and denoting the bracket in (14) by A, we have I 3p2Gf{s)ds =-j-,-\ + -m-\-
All this has to be integrated with regard to p over the arc yn, to give 2t In(x). The result of integrating 3/(x)/p is 2irif{x) exactly. The p-integral of 3/(it) 5 (px)/[pS (p7r) ] approaches zero, uniformly for 0 Ss x s § x0, when n becomes infinite, by the reasoning of the preceding section. It remains to show that the integral of A/[ p2 8(pir)] also converges to zero.
Let the first integral in the bracket A be written as a sum of three, involving respectively the three terms of 5i(px -s).
Consider the second of these integrals f f"{s) ■ a>2 e""«'-*' ds = we-""1 f /" (s) e0""■ wds.
Jo Jo
We begin now to make use of the properties of / ( s ) in the complex s-plane. If a new variable is introduced by the transformation s' = us, changing the integral along the axis of reals into an integral along a ray inclined at 120°, f" (s) is invariant under the transformation, being a single-valued function of s3. Dropping the accent after performing the transformation, we may write we-"* /" (s) e""' ■ oids = we-"1 I f" (s)e"' ds.
Jo Jo Similarly, f"{s)-we™^-^ ds = iSe-**'* J f" (s)e<" ds; The straight path from 0 to coa;, for example, may be replaced by a broken line, extending from 0 to y and then from y to cox. The two paths and the triangle bounded by them will be wholly interior to the region where the analytic character of / ( s ) is assumed, so that the change of path will not change the value of the integral. That is, The notation is abbreviated, because the integrand on the right is the same throughout. It is understood that each path of integration is rectilinear. Turn now to the other of the two integrals in A. In the first place,
The integral from x to x may be allowed to stand. The integral from 0 to a; is similar to the one just treated.
By the same line of reasoning it is found that (17) rf"(s)Si(pir-s)ds The analytic character of / ( s ) is used again, but only in the same region as before.
[July If the value of A is calculated now, it is seen that the expression 5(px)5(ptt) P7" (s)e<" ds Jo occurs twice, with opposite signs, and is eliminated. This is the critical point in the convergence proof. The remaining terms are harmless by reason of their order of magnitude.
Let B stand for the right-hand member of (15), with the omission of the term containing 5 (px), C for the integral from x to x in (16), and I) for the right-hand member of (17), without the term containing 5(pir). Then
The dependence of B and D on p and x is somewhat complicated because of the variability of y, but they are at any rate continuous functions of their arguments, so that there is no difficulty as to the existence of the integrals with regard to p .
In the first of the three integrals in B, as s goes along a straight path from y to x, ps goes along a straight path from py to px, that is, from -[ px | to px, for each value of p. The real part of px is certainly not less than -| px \, and so |ep'| reaches its greatest value, as far as this integral is concerned, at the upper limit of integration.
That is, [ ep" | Si | epjr |, all along the path. Since the length of the path can not exceed 2xo, it follows that if M is the maximum of |/"(*)| for |*| Si .T0, " if" (s)ep" ds Si 2Mxo.
Similar reasoning applies to each of the other integrals in B; the definition of y was expressly chosen so as to make the factor ep* reach its maximum absolute value at the upper limit of integration in each case. By combination of the inequalities for the three integrals, |B|s= OiWxo,
for all values of x in ( 0, x0 ) and for all values of p. Since B is uniformly bounded, and since the length of the path of the p-integration is proportional only to the first power of p, the integral of B/p2 converges uniformly to zero.
In connection with C, it is enough to consider the p-integral along y", where k has the same meaning as in the preceding section. So CS ( px ) /5 ( px ) is uniformly bounded, and when divided by p2 becomes so small that its p-integral approaches zero.
In D, finally, the choice of y is effective in the same way as in B. The three integrals are less than or equal to 2Ma-01 epx \, 2Mx01 eapx \ , 2Mx0 \ e"2px |, and the three terms containing them are less than or equal to 2Mx0\epix-n)\, 2Ma-0|e"'D(jr-'r)|, 2Mxo\e^x-")\, respectively, in absolute value. Again we may suppose that p is on 7"; then the second of the last three absolute values is at least as great as either of the others, and |Z)|si6Mxo|e"'>(I-'"[. This inequality may be used in exactly the same way as the inequality (18) for ICI. It leads to the conclusion that the integral of D8 ( px )/[ p2 S ( px ) ] uniformly approaches zero. Thus the proof of Theorem III is completed.* * In connection with the present account, attention should be called to the following facts, not brought out by Mr. Hopkins's own treatment : If / ( x ) is analytic throughout the circle [ x I :£ x in the complex plane ( x0 = x ) , the convergence of the integral of A / [ p2 S ( px ) ] to zero is uniform throughout the entire interval ( 0, x ) , and nothing stands in the way of the uniform convergence of the series all the way out to the point x, except the term 3/ ( x ) 5 ( px ) / [ p5 ( pit ) ] . If / ( x ) = 0 , this term vanishes, and the series is seen to be uniformly convergent for 0 2= x 2j x . It has been observed already that the sum of the series is zero in any case for x = x , so that this is the only case in which uniform convergence out to the end of the interval is possible.
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